Comparison of Quantitative Cytomegalovirus (CMV) PCR in Plasma and CMV Antigenemia Assay: Clinical Utility of the Prototype AMPLICOR CMV MONITOR Test in Transplant Recipients
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The correlation between the prototype AMPLICOR CMV MONITOR test (Roche Molecular Systems), a quantitative PCR assay, and the cytomegalovirus (CMV) pp65 antigenemia assay was evaluated in transplant recipients. Sequential blood specimens were collected on 29 patients (491 specimens), the leukocyte fraction was tested by CMV antigenemia, and quantitative PCR was performed on plasma specimens. None of the 15 patients (242 specimens) who were antigenemia negative were positive for CMV DNA by PCR, and none of these patients developed active CMV disease. There were 14 antigenemia-positive patients, 8 of whom developed active CMV disease. In all patients, there was a good association between the antigenemia and PCR assays. Ganciclovir-resistant virus was isolated from three patients with active CMV disease. These three patients had persistently elevated levels of antigenemia and CMV DNA by PCR when resistance to ganciclovir developed. This standardized, quantitative CMV PCR assay on plasma has clinical utility for the diagnosis of active disease and in monitoring the response to antiviral therapy in transplant recipients.

Cytomegalovirus (CMV) is the most important pathogen affecting transplant recipients (11), causing significant morbidity and mortality (30). The effects of CMV infection in transplant recipients may be classified as direct and indirect (11). Direct effects are seen clinically as manifestations of active CMV disease including, for example, fever, leukopenia, hepatitis, colitis, and retinitis. Indirect effects are more subtle and are believed to lead to allograft injury and loss (8, 27, 31) and increased susceptibility to infections with other organisms, as well as to decreased patient survival (6, 10, 38, 39).

With effective anti-CMV treatments available, a sensitive and reliable diagnostic test that will rapidly confirm or exclude active CMV infection is of practical clinical relevance. The introduction of the CMV antigenemia assay (40, 41) and the PCR assay (5, 17) marked a new era in our ability to rapidly detect CMV infection and have led to the use of anti-CMV therapy in a preemptive mode (4, 15, 29, 32). Hence, these assays have been used for both diagnosis and surveillance of CMV infection in solid-organ and bone marrow transplant recipients (1, 3, 7, 12, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 35, 36, 42). The clinical sensitivity of the antigenemia assay is better than shell vial and conventional culture for the early diagnosis of CMV infection (23, 36). Moreover, culture assays have been found to be insufficiently sensitive for the timely initiation of preemptive therapy (9, 13). This has prompted many laboratories to use the antigenemia assay as their standard of care for detecting CMV in the blood of transplant recipients. While studies have shown that CMV infection can be detected even earlier using the PCR assay for the detection of CMV DNA in blood leukocytes (12, 24), there is concern that the assay may not correlate with active disease (12, 19, 36). That is, the increased analytical sensitivity of the PCR assays leads to a lower clinical specificity. Studies by Spector and coworkers (33, 44) have shown that detection of CMV DNA in blood plasma by PCR may correlate with disease better than assays using leukocytes or whole blood. Other studies have found that CMV DNA detected by PCR in plasma correlated more closely than that in leukocytes or whole blood when compared with the CMV pp65 antigenemia assay (3, 14, 37, 43, 45).

Many quantitative CMV PCR assays used in clinical studies have been developed in-house (7, 28) and, as a result, the methods are not well standardized. In-house PCR assays may differ in the target sequence, primer pairs, nucleic acid extraction methods, and detection methods, which result in differences in the limit of sensitivity and linear range of the assays. This makes it difficult to compare studies performed at different institutions or to make general comments on the clinical utility of quantitative CMV PCR. The clinical utility of a standardized qualitative CMV PCR assay has been shown in transplant recipients (2, 37). We have therefore assessed the prototype AMPLICOR CMV MONITOR test, a commercially available quantitative PCR assay for the detection of CMV DNA in plasma and evaluated the extent to which it correlated with the CMV antigenemia assay in transplant recipients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and specimens. A total of 491 specimens from 29 patients were tested by both the CMV antigenemia and quantitative CMV PCR assays at either the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) Clinical Microbiology Laboratory (Virology Section) or the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) Clinical
Virology Laboratory. Specimens were collected from the MGH January 1995 through October 1997 and from the UPMC August 1995 through April 1997. Antigenemia assays were performed in real-time, and results were used for patient management and surveillance. Plasma samples were stored frozen at −70°C and batch tested retrospectively. The patient population included individuals that had undergone either kidney, lung, liver, heart, or bone marrow transplantation. Chart review was done to obtain information regarding clinical symptoms and treatment. Each study was approved by the corresponding institutional review board. At both the MGH and the UPMC the antigenemia test is the standard test used on blood specimens for the detection of CMV infection.

**Definition of active CMV disease.** CMV infection was defined as a positive CMV antigenemia assay. Active CMV disease was defined as a positive CMV antigenemia assay and any of the following: the presence of appropriate symptoms (fever, malaise, and diarrhea) or signs (leukopenia and transaminitis), the presence of retinitis on ophthalmologic exam, or a tissue biopsy CMV positive by either culture or immunohistochemical staining.

**CMV antigenemia assay.** The CMV antigenemia assays were done by standard procedures in the MGH and UPMC Clinical Virology Laboratories (23, 34). Results were reported as the number of positive staining cells per 200,000 leukocytes.

**Quantitative CMV PCR assay.** The prototype AMPLICOR CMV MONITOR test, a quantitative microtiter-based PCR assay, was developed by Roche Molecular Systems (Alameda, Calif.). CMV viral DNA in the specimen was quantitated by coamplifying a region of the CMV DNA polymerase gene in the presence of a known quantity of quantitative standard. The primers used were specific for the CMV polymerase gene and amplified a 362-bp fragment of the gene (21). The test is designed with an internal quantitation standard (QS) that was constructed with the same primer sequence as the target DNA but with different intervening sequences. The unique probe sequence allows for the differentiation of OS DNA and target DNA. To ensure a similar amplification efficiency, the QS is the same size and has a similar G+C content as the CMV target region. The QS is added at a known concentration during specimen processing so that extraction and recovery of DNA, in addition to amplification and detection, can be monitored. The assay was performed according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. The lower limit of sensitivity of the assay is 400 copies/ml of plasma.

**Prevention of PCR contamination.** Contamination precautions included the use of a barrier pipette tip; the use of separate areas of the laboratory for master mix preparation, specimen extraction, and detection; the use of UTP and uracil-N-glycosylase in the reaction mixture; and the inclusion of multiple negative controls in each run.

**RESULTS**

Sequential specimens obtained from 29 transplant recipients were tested in both the CMV antigenemia and the quantitative CMV PCR assays. Of the 29 patients, 14 developed CMV infection as evidenced by positive antigenemia. The remaining 15 patients never exhibited a positive antigenemia test during the posttransplant surveillance period. Additional demographic information is given in Table 1. The number of specimens collected from each patient ranged from 4 to 35, with a median of 12 specimens. Of the 491 plasma specimens tested by the quantitative PCR assay, 7 (1.4%) showed evidence of inhibition and, therefore, were not quantifiable. None of the 15 patients (242 specimens) that were antigenemia negative were found to have detectable levels of CMV DNA by the quantitative PCR assay. In addition, none of these patients developed active CMV disease.

The patients that had CMV infection (positive antigenemia assay) were similar to those who did not have infection with regard to age, sex, and type of organ transplanted (Table 1). As expected, there were differences in the CMV serostatus of the recipients (R) and donors (D) in the two groups. In the group with infection, 86% (12 of 14) were D+/R−; that is, the donor was seropositive for CMV and the recipient was seronegative for CMV prior to transplant. In the group without infection, 40% (6 of 15) were D+/R− (two-sided exact test, P = 0.021).

The results of the 14 antigenemia-positive patients are shown in Fig. 1. There was a good association between the PCR and antigenemia assays in all of the patients. When the initial antigenemia test was positive and the quantitative PCR was negative, the antigenemia values were ≤11 positive cells (Fig. 1C, J, and L). Two patients (Fig. 1D and F) had time points when the antigenemia returned to negative while CMV DNA remained detectable by PCR. Since subsequent specimens from both patients were found to be positive by antigenemia and PCR, this may indicate a better sensitivity for the detection of unresolved infections by PCR.

Of the 14 CMV antigenemia-positive patients that were studied, 8 developed active CMV disease (Fig. 1A, G to K, M, and N); 3 of the 8 patients had two episodes of active disease. The 11 episodes of active disease included gastritis (one patient); fever with leukopenia, fatigue, or liver transaminitis (seven patients); retinitis (two patients); and colitis (one patient). In these patients both the antigenemia and PCR assays were positive when the patient presented with signs and symptoms of acute infection.

Of the 14 antigenemia-positive patients, 3 developed ganciclovir-resistant CMV while receiving therapy (50% inhibitory concentrations [IC50] of 4.9, 10.9, and 3.7 µg/ml; assay cutoff, >3.0 µg/ml). One patient received a liver transplant (Fig. 1J), another received a lung transplant (Fig. 1K), and the final patient received a renal transplant (Fig. 1H); in each case the recipient was CMV seronegative, and the donor was CMV seropositive. The patients were found to be positive by the antigenemia assay and received courses of intravenous and oral ganciclovir. Eventually the patients developed persistent positive CMV antigenemia, with between 300 to 400 positive cells, while on therapy. PCR testing revealed a similar pattern as seen with the antigenemia assay, with the CMV DNA copy number remaining elevated at between 20,000 to 70,000 copies per ml of plasma, while the patient was on therapy. Persistently elevated antigenemia or CMV DNA levels during therapy may therefore be a marker of resistant virus.

Of the 14 CMV antigenemia-positive patients, there was 1 patient in whom the CMV DNA levels remained at <400

**TABLE 1. Demographic information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient parameter</th>
<th>Patient group</th>
<th>Infectiona</th>
<th>No infection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of patients</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (yr)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>5–63</td>
<td>2–65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male/no. female)</td>
<td>9/5</td>
<td>9/6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. with each type of transplant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone marrow</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. donor seropositive</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. recipient seropositive (no. with equivocal serology)</td>
<td>0 (1)</td>
<td>4f (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. D+/R−</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Infection was defined by positive antigenemia status during posttransplant monitoring, and no infection was defined by negative antigenemia status during posttransplant monitoring.

b One patient received lung tissue from two different donors, one seropositive and the other seronegative; for two patients the donor serostatus was unknown.

c The serostatus of one recipient was unknown.

d D+/R−, donor CMV seropositive and recipient CMV seronegative.
A total of 14 specimens from this patient were tested by PCR that were found to have between 1 and 100 positive cells by antigenemia. Only one of the specimens showed evidence of inhibition. When the plasma specimens were tested in a second laboratory with the PCR assay, the CMV DNA values ranged at between 372 and 1,920 copies/ml of plasma (Fig. 1E). Again, one of the specimens was inhibitory to amplification. Other patient samples tested by both labora-
FIG. 1—Continued.
tories were concordant. The reason for the differences in results for this patient between the two laboratories is unclear. The patient did not develop active CMV disease.

DISCUSSION

There have been many studies evaluating the clinical utility of PCR-based assays for the detection of CMV DNA (1, 3, 7, 18, 22, 24, 28, 35, 36, 44). Many of these investigations have shown that, although the assays may be sensitive, they often lack clinical specificity, detecting CMV DNA in patients that do not develop active CMV disease. The quantitative PCR assay studied here was designed with a reduced level of sensitivity (400 copies/ml of plasma) in an effort to improve the disease specificity. This approach appears to have been effective, since none of the 242 specimens from 15 transplant recipients that did not have a positive antigenemia or develop active CMV disease posttransplantation were found to have detectable CMV DNA levels by quantitative PCR. To further assess the specificity of the CMV PCR assay, plasma specimens were tested from 100 CMV seronegative and 100 seropositive healthy blood donors, and all were found to be negative using the qualitative version of the assay (data not shown).

There was good association between the patterns of positive CMV antigenemia and CMV DNA levels. These 14 patients represent a wide range of clinical presentations and antigenemia results. There were patients with a single antigenemia peak and patients with multiple antigenemia peaks, and patients who developed active CMV disease shortly after receiving their transplant and patients who developed active CMV disease many months after transplantation. In all of these patients, there was a strong temporal relationship between antigenemia and CMV DNA as quantitated by PCR. Three patients with initial low positive antigenemia results had undetectable CMV DNA levels. In all of these patients the antigenemia level was ≤11 cells, and the subsequent specimen was found to be positive by both the PCR and antigenemia assays. Two of these three patients went on to develop active CMV disease. Performing quantitative CMV PCR using whole blood or WBC specimens usually improves the sensitivity of the assay, but it also decreases the clinical specificity. To further evaluate this issue, we are currently doing studies comparing cellular and plasma CMV DNA levels with the development of clinical disease in transplant recipients.

Though this study was not designed to test the utility of the quantitative PCR assay in a posttransplant surveillance protocol, we have been able to demonstrate a good association between CMV DNA measurements obtained using a commercial quantitative PCR assay and the antigenemia results. In addition, it appears that the development of active CMV disease is very unlikely when CMV DNA levels remain undetectable (<400 copies/ml). Results from this retrospective analysis suggest that this quantitative PCR assay may have clinical utility for monitoring CMV disease in much the same way that the antigenemia test is currently used. This concept is supported by other studies (1, 7, 28) which suggest that quantitative PCR assays will accurately predict the occurrence of symptomatic disease in transplant recipients. One such study with this commercial assay has recently been reported for liver transplant recipients with encouraging results (16). Further studies in other transplant and patient groups are needed.

As with the antigenemia assay, there are patients who have detectable CMV DNA who do not develop clinical CMV disease. A factor contributing to the difficulty of correlating quantities of CMV DNA with the development of active disease is the wide use of preemptive therapy. However, 8 of the 14 (69%) patients with detectable CMV DNA levels did develop active CMV disease, a finding which supports the use of the quantitative test as a screening test to assess when to initiate preemptive therapy. The clinical utility of this quantitative PCR assay in monitoring response to therapy was evident for the three patients that developed ganciclovir-resistant virus. These patients, inadequate suppression of CMV DNA levels (between 20,000 and 70,000 copies/ml) eventually led to recrudescence of disease and the isolation of ganciclovir-resistant virus.

The quantitative CMV PCR assay described here has several advantages over the antigenemia assay. The test requires a small volume of plasma (200 μl) compared to 3 to 5 ml of whole blood required for antigenemia testing. Since PCR testing is performed on plasma specimens, the test can be done on patients with low leukocyte counts and the specimen processing is much simpler compared to methods for leukocyte preparation for antigenemia testing. Furthermore, CMV DNA has been found to be stable in whole blood for up to 5 days when stored at 4°C (data not shown). This study was performed on an early version of the assay, which used a microtiter plate format. The test has now been adapted to the semiautomated COBAS AMPLICOR format (25), so the technical time required to perform the PCR test is much less than that required for antigenemia assay. For example, testing 12 specimens by the antigenemia assay requires about 6 h of technical time, whereas the semiautomated, quantitative CMV PCR testing requires about 2 h. An important technical component of the PCR assay is the quantitation standard, which allows for the detection of substances in the clinical specimen that may be inhibitory to amplification.

One challenge in interpreting the clinical utility of quantitative CMV DNA has been the variability in assay methods and the resulting variation in assay sensitivity and specificity. A major advantage of the prototype AMPLICOR CMV MONITOR test described here is that it provides clinical laboratories with a standardized assay. This will allow the results of studies to be compared between laboratories and may allow for the determination of broadly applicable viral load cutoffs for preemptive therapy. In addition, this commercial assay is simple to perform, allowing it to be used in laboratories without extensive experience with PCR testing.
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